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About This Content

Nostale – Fairy Elemental

Expand your retinue with the 4 magical level 40 fairies in this pack and boost your attack power with their mighty elemental
bonus!

Each fairy is a master of the elements – be it fire, water, light or shadow – and can be used from level 1. You’ll also receive
some potent boost items with which you can bring these 4 most graceful flyers up to level 70.

The Fairy Elemental Pack contains:

 Grown Sellaim

Fire Fairy – Increases your attack power with the energy of fire.

Grown Woondine

Water Fairy – Increases your attack power with the energy of water.

Grown Eperial

Light Fairy – Increases your attack power with the energy of light.
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Grown Turik

Shadow Fairy – Increases your attack power with the energy of the shadows.

15x Fairy Booster

Increases your fairy’s elemental power by 30% for 1 hour and gives it a special appearance.

15x Fairy Experience Potion

Increases your fairy's experience by 100% for 1 hour.

Important

The items will be bound to the account which you log into NosTale with after purchase.

Visit the NosMall in the game after making your purchase, and open the item depot to retrieve your items.

You can only purchase this pack once per account.

The items contained within the Fairy Elemental Pack cannot be traded.
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Title: NosTale - Fairy Elemental Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Entwell Co., Ltd.
Publisher:
Gameforge 4D GmbH
Release Date: 20 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10

Processor: Pentium 3 500 MHz

Memory: 256 MB RAM

Graphics: ATI Radeon 700, Nvidia RIVA TNT2

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 3 GB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Czech,Polish,Russian,Turkish
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I have become SHOE. 19/2 would be shoe again
Needs soundtrack DLC. BEST GAME EVER <3
Formidable music, astounding and refreshing gameplay for a Shoot'em up. Amazing story.
You guys have to make much more games! :D. i love it its really good but i would wait for sale all tho im not complaining.......it
performs well and the horns wprk well too. Well, better than backfire coming to turn radius and looks, and Ooo, the wheels,
they're cool too

also, the exhaust it produces is insane (top front and side)

7.5\/10 still thinking if i want to get this HotWheels car IRL.... Similar to Hero Clickers; I enjoy this as a casual, time passing,
inactive game to play more than I would an active and consistently played game. The graphics, effects, and artwork are all really
neat, but it feels a little convoluted in its design for player readiness and easing people into what to do.. I bought this game
because I love Manager games, Especially ones todo with Motorsport.
In fact, Motorsport Manager is my most played Steam game.

Probably the best way to describe ( in my opinion ) where this game will end up is this: Motorsport Manager 2 for iOS and
Android.

It's similar in feel to Motorsport Manager for PC, But a LOT simplier.

In saying all that, Here's a little pro and con list:

Pros:

Many more drivers in a single championship ( 42 versus 20 )
Create a new car mid-season with totally different stats
Better driver stats tracking
Easier for ' non-car ' people to play
Switch out drivers without worrying about their morale\/happiness
No bugs or glitches that I've seen

Cons:

Only a single season playable ( for now )
Only one ' active ' driver and car ( for now )
Can only sim races, Apart from the pre-race setup ( which isn't really much tbh ) theres not a lot you can do to affect the
outcome.
Loud sound for headset users ( Had my volume set to 1, Still had to switch off sound )
Doesn't seem to go fullscreen ( Running @ 1080p )
Car RnD needs to be able to be upgraded to be fully compeitive with CPU drivers. ( on normal difficulty at least )
Couldn't get a sponser interested in me for the whole season. ( To be fair, Money earned from races was enough for me to
develop three cars and still have around 220k in the bank after starting with 500k )

----------------------

Right now, I can't recommend anyone buying it as there's really only 20mins of content ( You can do a whole season in 20mins
pretty easily )

BUT! I'm going to put it as recommended as you should put it on your wishlist and keep an eye on it! With a bit more spit and
polish, This could be a real gem! Given the asking price compared to MM as well.

. This is an absolute pleasure to play. It has never crashed on me, nor did I notice any bugs. Not sure what are others talking
about. I love the story and the actual gameplay. Have no reservations in recommending it.. I'm a big tower defense fan and I
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think have played most of them (including a majority of the wc3 TD's), and I'm also a sucker for hunting achievments to 100%.
(Just for you to know how much your views aligns with mine). Steam says I spent 70 hours on this, but I think half of that is
probably closer to the truth.

"Defend Your Life" is a "kingdom rush" clone (which I believe set the precendent with "guardhouse"-towers spawning blocker-
units).

The artstyle is consistent and good enough for any TD as far as I'm conserned. It has a fairly original theme and sticks to it.

The gameplay has a few ideas you seldom see in TDs: Like two monster-types that combine into a stronger if you fail in
preventing them from meeting up. Or the map with a destroyable bridge to change monsters' path. Or the oxygen-fans (income)
that are boostable by your other towers. Nice but not exactly revolutionary - nothing game changing.

The amount of towers in your arsenal is sparse at best.

The progression feels very standard but there has clearly been an effort to make a few maps specificly target certain talents. It's
a good thought - talents should be situational in TD's to make the strategic choices interesting. BUT it fails short because the
talents are too dull and the choices are too stupid: "On this map you can only use power ups" or "On this map you'll only see one
monster type the first 20 waves and then it changes" (Yeah, there is actually a pop-up message telling you just that as the map
begins).

The biggest issue this game has is the hero-control. It's clearly made for phones\/tablets. It feels like it has been copied from
similar games. Actually I'm sure it has been copied. It's WAY too familiar and I wouldn't be surprised if I learned the control
scheme is coming directly from the unity asset store, perhaps some TD kit? The problems with moving your hero (or not
moving your hero) depending on if you click on pathable or non-pathable ground. The notion that deselecting your hero after
moving him once. The way your hero approaches monsters, ignoring any and all pathing while the monster stops to wait. It's all
way too familiar, and it's not good!

On later levels a big chunk of the gameplay depend on you targeting specific monsters, and the controls being so inprecise can
be infuriating.

There are however decent keyboard shortcuts in this game which I applaud the devs for! (In worse TD's It's the face palm
moment when a mobile port TD hasn't even bothered to include keyboard shortcuts)

I also really appreciate the difficulty of the last (say 5 or so) levels in the game.

You can't avoid any of the achievments as go through the game, which makes them bland and superfluous. (I got the last
achievment "Level up your hero to level 50" at level 48, How now that is possible?)

So to sum things up: A somewhat generic TD with a fresh layer of paint on top. Poor controls. But it's still better than your
average TD and gives you a decent spin for your money. I'd say give it a go if you don't hate TD's and the price is around $5 or
less.
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Pretty chill to mess with your rythm and the music, not very challenging; though a few will throw you for a loop for a bit. But is
is fun, requires some precision but overall pretty fun and chillax-like.. For those of you who grew up playing the original
Archon, you will be glad to know this one exists. It has everything the old game did, and offers a lot of improvements. The
major thing being secondary attacks. Those were first introduced in Archon Ultra, and these are somewhat similar. There is also
the ability to play on different maps some are dependant upon the number of players. ( You can have 4! :D) There is the classic
Archon map, maps that allow your guys to level up to level 3, and maps that have runes that provide benefits when you move
onto them.
  For those of you who feel the base game was fine the way it was however, and don't want all these additions. You are in luck as
you have the ability to turn off the secondary abilities so it will play like the base game. In fact they even brought in the old
school original Archon graphics for units, as well as updated graphics. The only drawback is the multiplayer is same computer
only. No network\/internet. Which hurts it IMO.. My character is high on blood thinners....... went into a window and the game
same i got a SCRATCH and it wouldnt stop bleeding no matter how much i bandaged. i died. From a scratch. and if i took 1
step on the road, every zombie from half a mile away heard me, with and without the clumsy trait. this game is like Day Z but
granted its better then Day Z.. Really, really big thumbs-up fot this DLC. New steam-based technology for orcs and tinkering
system are adding wholly new level of gameplay, and playing as Orc race can give player new viewpoint.

Pros:
SteamTech - Guns and Saws. Powered by steam !
Tinkering - Dozens of small items which adds bonuses to items, with style similar to Demonologist. But you can enhance every
item !
Orcs - Play as the "bad guy" !

Cons:
Only 3 races and limited class access.
DLC is fairly new, so some "helpers" like ZOmnibus pack are not fully compatible and can throw errors.

Conclusion:
This DLC really worth that money. Try it, you will not regret it.. The best EA simulator since 1990-s!. Alien Arena on steam?
That was a big surprise! So is the fact this project is still active after so many years, I honestly thought it was dead. I used to play
this a fair bit back in 2010 (ish) on Ubuntu Linux on my trusty old Dell Studio laptop. At the time it was an eye candy variant of
Open Arena (another open source game build on Quake III Arena) and I was always impressed but the visuals, these graphics in
2010 were pretty up there with the big AAA's and somehow have stud the test of time.
Recently I have discovered another free game that has revitalised an old favourite I used to play and happened to stumble across
the ALiEN Arena website. You can download it for free there, but for a few pence you can buy it on Steam and will have access
to updates and new maps so it seems worthwhile to buy it here.
So Ive played through all the practice maps and it didnt crash once, 10 out of 10 lol. Seems like they've really tidied this game
up. Perhaps its time to work on the graphics now though and bring it up to speed with modern shooters. Or maybe work on a
new game based on this which has a full single player campaign because sadly there's no really market share these days for
Arena Shooters. Look at TOXIKK << (its on steam) built on the Unreal Engine and a slight attempt at bringing the classic
Unreal Tournament back.... visually it is f***** astonishing and the game play feels better than Quake Champions (that game is
a disaster, no one gives a f*** about loot boxes, so i uninstalled, such a pitty) and ALMOST as good as Quake III Arena... yet
like many Arena SHooter reboots\/ mainstream attempts it hasnt worked, look at the 2012 NEXUIZ <<< maybe the most
beautiful map designs Ive ever seen, but that went wrong when the devs gave up and it was taken off the stores due to some
controversial goings on with branding (anyway), that had potential too, but failed.
So with all this in mind a single player campaign wouldnt hurt, plus it gives players the chance to hone their skills, which lets be
honest unless yours a seasoned player you are going to need in the servers.
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